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Your task is to compile a world religion museum archive.  The box/bag will contain (4) artifacts which you 

will share and reflect on. 

Artifacts 

 You must have 4 artifacts to represent the religion you selected.  These artifacts must be presented in 

different mediums.  For example, you cannot have all pictures or all written artifacts.  A perfect archive 

would be a combination of two-dimensional and three-dimensional pieces that would serve as visuals 

and text.   

 Each artifact must include a paragraph that explains how this artifact exemplifies your category and the 

significance of the item to the religion.  A good practice is to include as many of the 5 W’s (who, what, 

when, where, why, & how)   

into your paragraph. 

 EXAMPLE: 

Christianity Artifacts 

 Amazing Grace - Hymn 
(music) 

 Bible (key beliefs/prayers – 
physical object) 

 A drawing/illustration or copy 
of Leonardo da Vinci’s The 
Last Supper (Religious art) 

 Newspaper article about 
Pope Francis (current event) –
explain why the article is 
significant 

https://www.theguardian.com/world
/2017/dec/24/pope-compares-
plight-of-migrants-to-christmas-story  

Choose ONE of the following religions: Categories to research (choose 4) 

Judaism 
Christianity 
Islam 

1. Fashion/attire 
2. Birth, wedding, and Death 

Ceremonies 
3. Dietary Codes 
4. Prayer 
5. Daily Rituals 
6. Key beliefs or tenants (doctrines) 
7. Leaders 
8. Current Events  
9. Symbols 
10. Moral Codes 
11. Music 
12. Art 

 

 

                                           

                                                                           

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/dec/24/pope-compares-plight-of-migrants-to-christmas-story
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/dec/24/pope-compares-plight-of-migrants-to-christmas-story
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/dec/24/pope-compares-plight-of-migrants-to-christmas-story


NO NOTEBOOK PAPER OR PENCIL ON PROJECTS! -10 points for each 
If you do not turn in your rubric with your project, you will lose 5 points 

*All writing must be in your own words! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

RUBRIC 4 3 2 1 

Includes 4 relevant 
artifacts that 
pertain to the 
religion you chose 

    

Each artifact 
includes a 
paragraph 
describing its 
significance to your 
chosen religion  
-No notebook 
paper or pencil on 
a project 

    

Your project 
includes a variety 
of mediums (for 
example: a work of 
religious art, an 
excerpt from a 
religious text or 
song or a physical 
object) 

    

Total Points:     

Final Grade:     


